March 2021

Will we get sailing this summer? It's been a tough winter for most ‐ some can't even get to see if their boat has
fared the winter ‐ but there are signs of summer approaching. Snowdrops have bloomed, some willows showing a
bud or two, and after the cold snap of February, it can only get better.
But what of sailing? Well more of the roadmap to recovery to come it seems, but May looks promising for the
various activities planned. We bring you news of the Tunnocks Flotilla (31st May, page 8), immediately following
the Scottish Series on the same holiday weekend. For many these might be the first opportunities to get the sails
up and the boat moving.
This year a lot is planned, but planned with loads of contingency. The fully revived Tobermory Race (page 9), the
Musselfest in Loch Spelve, the cruise to Vatersay that follows the Tobermory Race, the cruise to Stornoway
following the St Kilda Challenge.
Well, we're all hopeful, but your committee is determined to do as much as legally and safely can be arranged.
So get prepared for a year of celebrations of the CCC 111th anniversary.
Also in this Tidelines, a look back at some family sailing by John Jameson, some words of encouragment from our
Commodore and more. Remember, if you could write a little story for your fellow lockdown‐mates, please get in
touch.

From the Commodore...
How glad I am that we have been able to put 2020 behind us. A year of little activity and unable to run an event.
And yet some how your committee has managed to navigate the Club through the pandemic to slightly better
than break even, retain our people and maintain the Club’s financial strength. And we all remain on speaking
terms!
I thank every member for renewing your membership and look forward with increasing optimism to the season in
2021 ‐ and I hope, a pint and camaraderie with fellow sailors.
Although not being able to perform the usual duties
that the role of Commodore requires, C‐19 has been an
opportunity to provide a catalyst for change. The
closure of our office in Glasgow is but one example ‐
the pandemic simply made an overdue decision a
necessity.
That catalyst for change continues with the decision to
move the Scottish Series en masse up the river. Early on
we made a decision that it was inconceivable that the
Scottish Series should not happen, two seasons in a
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row. We are also blessed on the Clyde with some of the finest sailing waters in the World served by a number of
marinas within close proximity and Clubs. The support we have had from marinas and clubs alike is hugely
appreciated and demonstrates the power of working together in the sailing community and we hope to create an
even stronger Scottish Series despite a pandemic. Although the fleets will be racing slightly apart, our local
geography enables all classes to compete whilst maintaining a reasonable level of social distancing.
We all look forward to returning to Tarbert when allowed!
The Tunnock’s flotilla was first mooted in 2020 but as above didn’t happen. Government restrictions currently in
place make it difficult to hold this early May as originally planned so a decision has been taken to combine this
over the Scottish Series weekend. In essence the Scottish Series will take place over three days with the
Tunnock’s flotilla on the Monday. For those wishing to race, there will be a race organised for others simply
wishing to participate a modest course to various points around the Clyde area. Of course the focus is to raise
funds for the RNLI without whom our chosen sport and love would be more perilous.
The Club’s 110th anniversary should have taken place last year ‐ this year we will be celebrating our 111th
anniversary with the resurrection of the once famous 2 stage Tobermory Race. Celebrations are being organised
jointly with RHYC both at Ardfern and Tobermory and for those with time, a cruise onwards from Tobermory. This
event, we hope, will appeal to all members with something for everyone and of course is the traditional
opportunity to get North in company through the canal.
I also want to mention
the tremendous work
ongoing at Bardowie.
The team there did a
fantastic job weathering
the pandemic storm and
our dinghy section is
organising a series of
training and sailing
events over the Summer
months. Let’s not forget
this promotes the next
generation of sailors. My
dream of resurrecting
“one” club seems to be
working, with
collaboration between
our committees, but
more importantly, the dinghy section participating at this year’s Scottish Series.
The CCC has always been about promoting camaraderie. We are organising two fantastic musters: 1), the Clyde
Muster, a fun weekend in the Kyles of Bute: 2), the Loch Spelve Muster traditionally fine company and the finest
sea food.
And finally, I would like to mention the work of our innovation group who are organising a series of events to
encourage our younger members to participate in Club events. Your Club has to appeal to everyone from all
generations.
I look forward to seeing you all on the water and have a wonderful season.

Summer Crews
by John Jameson

Fladda abeam
I have sailed thousands of miles singlehanded, Nicole and I have sailed round the world together. For summer
2019 we decided to do something different and sail with as many friends and family as possible.
For crossing oceans (sailing in straight lines and stopping in open anchorages) we chose ‘Taraipo’ a 37’ x 15’
Polynesian catamaran. For sailing in home waters (tacking and gybing, stopping in marinas) we have ‘Juggler’ a
32’ x 9’ Westerly Fulmar. Last season we had 31 visiting crews, and sailed from Plymouth to the Outer Hebrides
and back.
By way of preparation I compiled an Excel Crew Sheet with names, addresses, next of kin, and contact phone
numbers, which I left with my 2 EPIRB contacts ashore. We also sent out Joining Instructions to ensure that they
came with appropriate clothing, lifejackets for the small children, and a warning that there is no WiFi, and only
one charging point for all the phones!
Old sailing friend John McLaren joined us on May 17th to attempt to round Land’s End, which can be
quite a challenge against the prevailing westerlies. At 0630 with the current, we set off in style with a light North
Easterly under full main and asymmetric spinnaker. We had spent some time the previous day motoring round in
circles to calibrate ‘Mike’ a replacement Autohelm 4000+. He steered us to the Lizard at which point we took
over as the tide turned against us, and we hand steered all night. What a pleasure to sit up alone on the side
deck, holding the tiller extension steering a finely trimmed yacht through the rolling swell off Land’s End. We
passed the Wolf Rock blinking 1 every 15, and skirted the end of the TSS, the traffic separation scheme, as we
approached the Isles of Scilly at dawn. As the wind was in the east we were able to head into Porth Cressa, and
anchor in 5 metres on clear sand, surrounded by spectacular granite rock formations.
For 3 days we explored St.Mary’s and Tresco by local ferry boat while waiting for the wind to blow our
way, which it never really did. We set off into a light northerly with the tide, and the engine, pushing up
between Round Island and the Seven Stones. The wind backed gently south west and out came the asymmetric
again, as we cruised up the middle of the Irish Sea. On day two we were surrounded by about a hundred dolphins,
and they stayed with us most of the night, a touching experience as they piloted us through the swell in long
trails of phosphorescence. The crew settled into their watch rhythms, some who need to go to bed at 9pm and do
a turn at 3am and others who love to steer most of the night.

In the early hours we dropped the kite, and unfurled the genoa. As the wind strengthened we started to reef and
the furler jammed. All three of us were on the foredeck wrestling with it but unable to understand why it would
not furl. I decided we needed expert help and motor‐ sailed into Howth harbour north of Dublin Bay. It was late
on Friday afternoon when I managed to phone the kind and knowledgeable rigger in distant Dun Laoghaire. He
asked firstly who had done what to the rig over the last 12 months, then what type of boat. “Aha a Westerly
Fulmar, ¾ rig he replied, and what did you have up during the night…the spinnaker! Well you probably had a
halyard wrap. You have to be vigilant after dropping the spinnaker to ensure that the slack spinnaker halyard
does not get dragged into the top end of the furler.”
A chastening experience but not to be dwelled upon. The forecast for the next few days was dire so I called
Duncan, a sailing friend in Edinburgh and he agreed to join us in Howth. I had a secret motive to be in Howth,
which was to search for the house that had been built at Portmarnock by my ancestor. I asked a taxi driver. “OK,
well the Jameson house was sold after the war and became the golf hotel, I’ll take you straight to it”. Having
presented myself at reception, we were given the full VIP treatment. We were shown the sumptuous interiors
which have been preserved as the hotel has been developed, and we took lunch in the Jameson bar, of course.

Tiny "Juggler" in Port Cressa
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Now four up, we headed for the North Channel, fast, with a strong tail wind, under jib only, crash gybing in the
short seas when the strong tide was against us. Attentive watch keeping was important, there were big ships
ploughing north‐south, fast ferries plying east‐west, and a significant bunch of fishing boats doing their
unpredictable things. The new AIS transponder had already paid for itself. We find it to be a much more useful
tool than the radar that it has replaced.
In wind and rain we landed up in Port Ellen. ‘Welcome to Scotland’. We drowned our sorrows in one only of the
nine distilleries on Islay. We were lucky to meet up with our Commodore, Mary Buchanan, of the Westerly Owners
Association, about to start a cruise in company organised on WhatsApp, great for local information. Next stop
Crinan, and a wonderful welcome from son Ian, a creel fisherman, just back from the Gulf of Corryvreckan with a
bucket full of prawns and a cool bottle of white wine.
We waited 3 days for optimum conditions to sail
through the Dorus Mor and past Fladda and
northwards to anchor in Loch Spelve. From there it
was a short sail into Oban Bay to effect the first
crew change. John McLaren and Duncan headed
homewards and daughter Annick and 4 year old
Zachary joined ship for 10 days.
Our plan was to use Oban as home base for June,
July, and August. We sailed most days, depending
upon the ability, experience, and availability of the
crews. The new transit marina at North Pier is nigh
on perfect for crew changes, buying stores, and washing and drying all our stuff.

There is an excellent buzz about the marina as no yacht is allowed to stay for more than 3 nights per visit. For
more peaceful nights, lovely walks and farm produce we used Oban Marina on the island of Kerrera just across
the Bay. Nicole was the quartermaster organising all the stores and doing all the cooking. I do most of the
washing‐up, the cleaning, toilet, gas, fuel, harbour dues, crew contacts, etc.
For forecasts we use VHF, Navtex, Windguru (7days) and MeteoConsult (15days)
We had a useful shakedown with daughter Annick, organising junior lifejackets, making a child
harness/tether and children’s food and drinks. During their cruise we sailed from 5 – 27 miles per day and stayed
in 6 anchorages. When it was too wet and windy to sail, we fired up the Eberspacher, got the toys and books out,
and made a birthday cake. Zachary had the double quarter berth to himself, great for playing in when we were
sailing upwind. A highlight in Loch Aline was to collect mussels from the rocks at low water, clean and cook
them.
The day that son Sean and his
daughters came for a sail from Dunstaffnage it
was just too windy, so the kids spent the
afternoon climbing in and out of the hatches,
opening all the lockers, and eating ice creams
kindly donated by the Marina as it was so hot.
A bad moment was when Annick an ex
sailmaker exclaimed “Dad there’s a hole in
the jib luff and a complete new luff tape will
be required to repair it” I called Diana at
Owen Sails who sent Murray over to measure
the rig. We sailed for a couple of weeks with
the genoa while awaiting delivery of a well
cut new jib. We were so pleased with the deal
that we ordered a mainsail to match!
In total contrast, Myriam whom we had met at a young art festival (Jungkunst) helpers party in
Winterthur, joined us for a week, to see if she liked sailing? She did; the protected waters of Argyll being ideal
for a gentle introduction to the sport. There is always wind, reefing is an important skill, and the strategy of
sailing in strong tidal streams is something
you juggle with every day. There are
hundreds of anchorages to explore, and I
love the frisson of entering somewhere
new, a feeling not shared by Nicole.
Myriam being Swiss, and a photographer,
was blown away by the scenery.
The next family of 5 arrived on my
birthday, from Lucerne. The good ship
Juggler, berthed in Oban marina, was
dressed overall for the occasion.
They had taken the precaution of renting
a flat overlooking North Pier, as father did
not think that sailing was going to be his
thing. It wasn’t, so he hired a bike for the
fortnight while mother and children went
sailing, fishing, and seal watching. The youngest had brought his own rod. Mum was the sailing enthusiast the
children were a little reticent. It was a windy fortnight, and they quickly adapted to the situation. Tacking and
gybing up and down the Sound of Mull, and round Kerrera Island, lots of sail changing, and tranquil nights in
secluded anchorages. When it was too windy to sail they chilled out in their flat and flew kites on Ganavan
beach.

Sean, my eldest, helped us deliver Juggler to Fort William ready for the next Swiss family who were arriving on
the Caledonian Sleeper on Tuesday at 10am. They had booked a cottage in Tobermory that was not going to be
available until the Saturday and a long sail away! We had contingency plans using buses and ferries, just in case.
However when they arrived the sun was shining as we ferried them out to the Lochaber Yacht Club moorings.
They started their apprenticeship with thirty tacks under full sail as far as the Corran Narrows while settling‐in,
having lunch, and sharing out the
bunks – we were now 7 aboard again,
a bit of a pinch. We punched through
the last of the flood in the narrows,
finally sailing into Schallacain Bay.
As the light began to fade, late, we
thought we could see a dolphin
inshore of us then it blew. “Get the
binoculars, that’s no dolphin it must
be a whale” It was a Bottlenose
Whale, slow moving, far inshore and
apparently in difficulties, they are
deep divers. We sent a message to
Hebridean Whale Watchers. The next
day we entered Loch a Choir for
lunch, but didn’t stay, it was too
windy, and anchored that night in
‘Terms that we heard on Juggler’ drawing by Philomena Feller
Dallen’s Bay and had a run ashore on Shuna Island. Then followed
a four hour spinnaker run, a night on Kerrera with all facilities in
the marina, and a farm visit. The last quiet night at anchor was in
Loch Aline followed by a 5 hour spinnaker drift up to Tobermory,
where our crew deserted us for their cottage.
Fiona from Zug, was desperate to sail from Oban to Stornoway, we
only managed to get as far as South Uist. She is a medical student
and was totally un‐fazed by a cruise dictated by bad weather,
culminating by ‘shipping a green one’ back to the mast. Janine her
sister was keen to sail to Ireland. We spent 3 days anchored in
Gigha in a SW gale, before a desperate reach across the North
Channel under jib only, to Green Island and Carrickfergus, in
Belfast Lough. ‘Another rough week ‐ another happy crew’
The Author
In a light NW wind Nicole and I spinnaker reached for 15 hours of
the passage down to the Longships where the weather broke for
good.
We had 3 tense nights in a Easterly gale anchored in Porth Mullion behind The Lizard, before making a
one tack sprint to Plymouth Sound. At 3am, close by the Breakwater Light, Nicole was on the main halyard, ready
to drop, when we were overtaken by a humungous black squall from the SE. With both hands I couldn’t hold the
tiller. We broached, spun into the wind, “drop the main”, and limped downwind, in a torrential downpour
through the open lock into Sutton Harbour Marina, and total shelter for the rest of the year.
We were away for 5 months, welcomed 31 crew, sailed 2000 miles, and burned one tank (85 litres) of diesel.
About the Author: John Jameson has been sailing for 64 years. He managed the Glenans Sailing School in
Brittany, and was the RYA Scottish National Sailing Coach. His illustrated book and eBook ‘Sea, Sun & Taraipo’ is
available from Waterstones, Bookshop.org & Amazon.co.uk. John and Nicole have been sailing the Westerly
Fulmar ‘Juggler’ since 2016.

Winter Meets
Over 100 people connected in to our February Winter meet, reports events organiser Clive Reeves.
John Jameson (author of story on preceeding page) and Nicole Kilchoer gave an facsinating talk on a trip one and
half times round the world with a lower cost style of sailing on their Wharram catamaran Taraipo. Twice through
the Panama Canal, several times to New Zealand, and to many different Pacific Island groups, and only lost the
mast once!
A session of questions and answers followed, and the whole evening was enjoyed by all.
The winter lectures are posted on Youtube, and it was noticeable that the video was viewed another 100 times in
the first day after posting, and clocking up about 50 views a day since then. The previous meeting's video is also
there from Stuart Macdonalds talk, as are the lockdown lectures from 2019. Access them all through CCC website
under the "Lockdown Activities" tab.

Through the Turner Lens
This month we look forward to Marc Turner taking the fleet down memory lane with a photographic expedition
through the years on CCC Clyde racing and boating. Marc has covered the Scottish Series as photographer since
2001, and before him, Marc's father Harry who started in the 1970s. Marc will take us doon the water in imagery
over the years, with perhaps a side excursion to the America's Cup in New Zealand. This will be an evening not to
miss. March 10th, 19:30

Through the Turner Lens
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Book Review
CHILDREN’S BOOK : ‘RASCAL’, Penelope Murch
Reviewer: Barbara MacLeod
Rascal is a sea urchin and lives in the sea. One day he climbs aboard the yacht that is moored to the buoy
above his home. The buoy is his good friend Eva three tons only who is round, comforting and on top of her
world. He is amazed at all that is around him and excitedly offers to sail as part of the crew. For this, he has
to learn to be a boy; luckily he already looks like one even
though his face is rather green. We follow his adventures in
our world as he learns to sail with Skipper and live like one
of us. He joins in with all he meets as they make their way
round the Mull of Kintyre and up north to the Isle of Skye.
This new world is endlessly changing; it challenges and
thrills him.
The author Penelope Murch, (Penny) lives with her husband
on a farm in the middle of England. She is a weak crew who
can helm a boat at sea, but mostly daydreams away in the
cockpit. This trip from the Isle of Bute to the Isle of Skye
was her great adventure. It has been woven into a fantasy
tale for children, initially to interest her grandchildren who
sail with her, two at a time.
Published January 2021 by Austin Macauley Publishers (a
‘hybrid’ publishing house). 88 pages. Available fro publisher
or from Amazon, Waterstones and other independent
bookshops. £10.99.
ISBN‐10 : 1528985311
ISBN‐13 : 978‐1528985314

Tunnocks Flotilla 2021
The flotilla that didn't happen in 2020, to raise funds for the RNLI, and sponsored by
long time memnber Sir Boyd Tunnock will be on 31st May this year. Following the day
after the Scottish Series, on a long weekend, on the Clyde, it should be a success.
A "Just Giving" page will be the method of raising
funds before and during the event, and we hope that
in this way we not only can finish a spectacular
weekend of sailing, but create a spectacle on the
water that brightens the future after a pandemic none
can forget.
Sailing a circular path between Rhu and Largs, boats
can join anywhere, and sail part or all of the circuit making the Clyde a spectacle to
be remembered. The RNLI didn't stop saving lives on the sea in 2020, but donation to
them slowed to a trickle. And they're funded by those donations, not by Government. Tunnocks are donating
goody boxes for crew sustenance, and marinas and boats clubs all round the Clyde
are participating. Organised by CCC with help and collaboration from several other
clubs, it is hoped to see many hundreds of boats out, and to raise £21,000 (for year
2021). Please make a plan to be out on the water and part of this spectacular event.

The Tobermory Race
The famous film presented by Magnus Magnusson some filmed on boat St Mary, skippered by our very own Ian
Nicolson from back in (was it) the 1960s, (still available to watch on Youtube), shows what this historic race once
was.
It is intended that this year (CCC's
111th year) the race should be as like
those days as possible. Recent years
saw a truncated race starting near
Ardfern and to Tobermory. But this
year is a return to the 2 stage event of
yesteryear.
Starting from Rothesay on Saturday
July 17th, and finishing off Ardrishaig,
part one of the race will see the
entrants, (and welcome cruisers
following them) race through the
Kyles, and partway north in Loch Fyne.
Sunday is a canal transit day for this fleet. But there's another fleet too. Those sailing round the Mull of Kintyre,
sailing overnight north in the Sound of Jura, and ending up perhaps waiting on the Canal fleet to catch up!
Sunday night is a muster at Ardfern, with, Covid restrictions permitting, a BBQ at 1900hrs, (This needs to be
booked in advance via the club website). This is a joint
event with the Royal Highland Yacht Club
Monday 19th July is the Tobermory Race part two, including
joining RHYC entries.
Starting near Ardfern, the race takes the fleet through the
Dorus Mor, past Corryvreckan, Sound of Luing, and on to the
sound of Mull, past Lady Rock, through the sound and finish
near Tobermory.
That night, a dinner at the Western Isles Hotel at 1900.
Again, a joint event with RHYC.................But that's not
all...
Image: John Douglas

Cruise in Company
Celebrating 111 years Clyde Cruising Club.

Starting on Tuesday 20th July and until Wednesday
28th, this cruise will take the fleet to Vatersay via
various islands on the way. The intended itinerary
(weather permitting) is as follows:
Tues 20th
Tobermory to Canna
33M
Wed
Canna to Lochboisdale
30M
Thurs Day in Lochboisdale/St Uist
Fri
Lochboisdale to Vatersay
22M
Sat
BBQ on the beach
Sun
Vatersay to Mingulay
12M
Mon
Mingulay to Coll via Gunna Sound 40M
Tues
Coll to Tobermory
18M
Wed 28th
Tobermory to Oban
24M
CCC On Vatersay at 100th anniversary

Image Clive Reeves

Brexit and Sailing from Scotland
Brexit took a long time to get settled, and whether you support the UK leaving the EU or not, it's now a done
deal. This articles doesn't seek to open that argument again, rather to look at some of the implications for our
members of the outcomes of the current arrangements.

Taking Fido to Belfast.
Many of us have been used to sailing with a pet
aboard. It used to be easy to sail to Northern
Ireland, and take the dog ashore. Not now. Now
it's as if you are taking your dog (or cat or ferret)
to an EU country, as Northern Ireland is under
similar rules to the republic of Ireland and other
EU countries. Your pet will need the following:
*
Must be microchipped
*
A valid rabies vaccination
*
An animal health certificate (a new one
for each visit)
*
Evidence of tapeworm treatment (for each visit)

Talking the dog ashore in Loch Spelve

You will need to make landfall at a "travellers point of entry". For the republic this means Cork Airport, Dublin
Airport, Dublin Port, Port of Cork –Ringaskiddy, Rosslare Port, Shannon Airport. It doesn't seem at all clear
which are the TPEs for Northern Ireland, nor where to tie up at an airport!

VAT on boats between UK and EU/Northern Ireland.
It has been a long enough saga about VAT on boats, but now it is even more complicated. You might have had
your boat located in the EU somewhere, and just fly out and sail. But what if you want to bring your boat back?
Or take your boat to an EU country?
A boat isn't subject to immigration rules, but the crew are. That's a separate matter, for this purpose, we'll
consider only the boat.
If you take your boat from UK to EU (including NI), then you can stay for up to 18 months before the boat would
attract VAT requiring to be paid there.
If your boat was in the EU, and you want to bring it back, then there's a three year window from when it arrived
there. If the three years are up, then you would be liable for VAT on return to the UK. (Returned goods relief)
The latest from UK HMRC suggests that a UK‐flagged boat which left the UK must return before 31
December 2021 if they wish to claim Returned Goods Relief (RGR) such that the UK VAT paid status of the boat is
retained.
The deciding criterion seems to be the location of your boat as at 31st December 2020. (and a good idea to have
evidence of that)
If your boat was in the UK on that date, then it is
considered domestic goods. You'll need evidence of
VAT paid as before. But if you take your boat to the
EU, that might create difficulties about VAT having
been paid in a country that was then in the EU, but
isn't now.
If your boat was in NI, then there seems doubt as to
its status. If your boat was in the EU, then it can stay
there, but there will be a procedure to bring it back,
and VAT might become an issue.
And if that wasn't complicated enough, there are different situations for boats in EU teritories that are not part

of the EU VAT arrangements (such as Canary Islands, Guadeloupe, Aland Islands to name a few), then that's a
different set of rules. And if in a crown dependency such as Isle of Man, Jersey, Guernsey (and more), then a
different set of rules again!
A further complication is that some boats were built and commissioned before 1st Jan 1985, and was in the EU on
31st Dec 1992, then it is deemed as VAT Paid.
What can we say about this confusing situation?
If you intend to sail out of the UK, or into it, then make sure you have plenty of paperwork. Evidence of where
your boat was on 31/12/20 (example might be a marina/yard invoice for storage ashore) . If built before 1/1/85,
then evidence of that (makers certificate, bill of sale etc).
If this affects you, there's even more info to confuse or clarify on the RYA website!

Noticeboard

Space here for any members notices. For sale, help wanted, Wanted to buy, notice of an event. Whatever you'd
like. Just email your notice details for the next Tidelines. Time critical notices not advised, as Tidelines is not a
weekly, but a 3‐4 times a year publication. Next edition will be April 2021. Deadline: last week in March.

Signal Flags for sale
During the office move last year, various stuff surfaced
that is not likely to be used, so is for sale. There's a set of
old, (but in good condition) signal flags, linen, sewn, with
brass Ingelfield clips for sale.
These could be used for intended purpose, but would also
ake a beautiful wall decoration at home. All they need is
ironing! The clips are worth the price alone. (funds to
club)

SGM reminder

l Meeting is on
The annual Spring Apecial Genera
Wednesday 24th March
ounts for members to
Including presenting the CCC acc
committees, the notice
consider, and reports from various
early this month.
for this meeting is usually sent out
, and joining details will
The meeting will be a virtual one
be advised.
ting of "to the next room",
At a distance to attend the mee
we hope for a full attendance.

The list still available includes the following. (sizes in cm)
1st substitute: 140x180, & 78x80; 2nd substitute: 60x80, &
70x75; 3rd substitute: 110x140; V 56x40; L 90x120; P
90x120; V 56x80; E 60x80; G 50x70; L 90x120; N: small ( I
require pilot); G 94x130; E 90x120; C 60x80; O 90x105; Q
100x130 (quarantine, ‐ could be useful these days); I
55x75; K 27x50; T 55x75; I 35x150; 3: 37x150 & 65x230; 5:
65x220; 8+3: 34x145 (half is an 8, and half is a 3, not sure
what that's for);
Other odds: Proceeding to berth: 36x150; Stop the turn.
40x150; "Scrutineer" (printed, one side only on blue
background) 40x63 no clips; Breakdown: 52x73; Unid. Bl,
Y, W, R quadrants 110x150; USN 1: 55x75; CO Stop the turn
40x150; NATO 9: 60x80
£10 each posted to your UK address. If interested, and to
check that what you want is still available, phone Geoff on
07770726759.
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